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The Profile of Authority
for Luther’s Followers
Egil Grislis
Professor of Religion,
University of Manitoba, Winnipeg
Traditional Lutheranism accepted Luther’s formulation of
authority as both theologically tenable and practically opera-
tive. Admittedly, the approach did not ensure against all pos-
sible dangers. On the one hand, when Lutherans have applied
the principle of authority with somewhat consistent rigidity,
they have been known to develop a siege mentality, distancing
themselves from the modern world. Without a doubt, such
a posture can be defended with some statements by Luther,
who at times was exclusivist and judgmental. But any per-
manently inflexible posture betrays Luther the rebel and the
revolutionary, whose entire life celebrated creativity!
On the other hand, when Lutheranism, taking its clue
from Luther’s attempts to be relevant to the problems of his
own age, has become too world-oriented and theologically lib-
eral, it has run the danger of losing its total dependence on
the Holy Scriptures and accord with the Catholic tradition.
Samuel S. Schmucker and Adolf von Harnack offer lessons that
Lutheranism should not readily forget.^
While there is no absolutely secure method of insuring that
Lutheranism does not veer from the middle of the road, it is
nevertheless in order to acknowledge that certain perspectives
and support systems in the past have contributed toward a
lively survival of our great tradition.
I
Here three distinctive resources have played a major role:
The first place belongs to Luther’s writings, saturated with
central ideas of Christian tradition. Despite occasional accusa-
tions by non-Lutherans, it has been well known that Luther’s
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writings are not to be viewed as divinely inspired. Luther
himself had said that, and The Book of Concord is prepared
to repeat: “Here he [i.e. Luther] expressly asserts by way of
distinction that the Word of God is and should remain the
sole rule and norm of all doctrine, and that no human being’s
writings dare be put on par with it, but that everything must
be subjected to it.”2 Nevertheless, in the Lutheran church the
appeal to “Luther said” has carried weight. At best, this has
been more than a mere emotional attachment. Luther’s views
have had a catholic (universal) depth and creative resilience in
the hearts and minds of Christian people, from generation to
generation in continuous and yet remarkably refreshing ways.
Admittedly, at times Lutherans have relied on Luther with-
out reading him all that much. Nevertheless, even such im-
plicit trust has not been totally blind, but was sustained by
the repeated experience that ordinarily Luther does not disap-
point. Of course, there have been occasions, as in the opinion
of John Calvin it happened with Joachim Westphal, who at-
tempted “to hide his disgrace under Luther’s shade. But we
hope that these have been rare exceptions rather than com-
mon occurrences! In any event, Luther’s lasting popularity in
this ecumenical age has been a widely observed phenomenon.
Hence it can be safely said that today Luther’s renown no
longer depends exclusively on being loved by the Lutherans!
At the same time, it is Luther’s wide influence which leads
us to observe that appreciation of or even enthusiasm for
him do not necessarily constitute membership in the Lutheran
Church. Put more precisely, high regard, even admiration,
do not in and of themselves constitute an acknowledgment of
authority. By contrast, traditional Lutheran concern about
Luther has had a dimension of authority; even when we have
publicly denied reliance on Luther, we have nevertheless more
often than not ended up following him."^
Second, the administrative shape of the Lutheran church
reflects its historic origins. Here the following historic process
may be noted. Luther’s physical survival had most immedi-
ately depended on the stalwart support of his prince, Fred-
erick the Wise. When in the course of time Luther came to
realize that a church council will not undertake the necessary
reformation of the church, he turned his attention to the only
other remaining institution—the secular rulers of Germany.^
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Not a dreamer, Luther looked for such assistance as was re-
alistically available. Sheldon S. Wolin has noted: “Nostalgia
for the apostolic simplicity of the primitive Church did not
blind Luther to the fact that a near-anarchistic form of church
organization was an inadequate prescription for an actual con-
gregation whose members dwelt in varying states of grace and
faith. Initially the visitation and reformation of the local con-
gregations, and eventually the appointment and supervision of
ecclesial administration came to be held in the hands of secular
authority. Luther’s high view of the government provided the
rationale for such a situation.^ And Luther’s view was not arbi-
trary, but rested securely on Romans 13 (although neglecting
to meditate on the possibility that sometimes these “powers
that be” can turn demonic and then dare not be obeyed, in ac-
cord with Revelation 13!).® Wolin comments on Luther’s “later
dilemma”: “... the secular powers, whose assistance he had in-
voked in the struggle for religious reform, began to assume
the form of a sorcerer’s apprentice threatening religion with
a new type of institutional control.”^ Luther himself certainly
acknowledged his high view of government:
The papists call me a flatterer of princes because I was dealing only
with the spiritual class [i.e. clergy], and not with the temporal; just
as they call me seditious now that I have written in such glorification
of temporal government as no teacher has done since the days of
the apostles, except, perhaps, St. Augustine.
What older Luther scholarship had often overlooked, more
recent scholarship has noted with clarity. When in the early
1530s it appeared likely that the emperor might destroy the
rising Lutheranism by force, Luther and his close associates be-
gan to argue that a tyrannous ruler can be resisted by force.
Quentin Skinner presents Luther’s position as follows:
The subject must follow his conscience, even if this means disobey-
ing his prince. The point is underlined in the form of a catechism
at the end of the tract on Temporary Authority. “What if a prince
is in the wrong? Are his people bound to follow him then too?”
The answer is “No, for it is no one’s duty to do wrong”. Luther is
unwavering in his emphasis on this aspect of his theory of political
obligation. He treats all claims to absolute power as a misunder-
standing and perversion of the authority God has granted princes.
While appreciating Luther’s courage to sustain the affir-
mation that the Bible has the highest authority, it cannot be
denied that subsequently there did emerge a Lutheran state
church in which the authority of the government played a key
role.
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Living in a North American context, it has been often noted
that our history has been different. Sometimes this difference
has been stressed as a special accomplishment. Particularly
in the United States the separation between church and state
has been at times celebrated with self-righteous enthusiasm.
Without denying the historical differences from the develop-
ments in Europe, it may be observed that in either situa-
tion the clue for the understanding of authority within the
church has been taken from the existing secular authority.
Hence Lutheran monarchists as well as Lutheran enthusiasts
for democracy—not to mention Lutheran National Socialists
—
share their reliance on the understanding of order and author-
ity which has been coined outside the church. Thus the mem-
bers of the Evangelical Lutheran Church In Canada rely on
current North American democratic insights for the formal def-
inition of authority.!"^ While such an approach may account for
the modernity of the administrative structures of our church,
it does not necessarily assure that the democratic process gen-
erates the best Christian insights and action.
Third, a comment is in order regarding Lutheran liturgy.
Inherited liturgical practices were immediately revised (but not
totally rejected!) with the Bible as a corrective. As in the days
of the Bible, services were to be conducted in the language of
the people rather than in ecclesiastical Latin. The Bible did
not know prayers to saints, private confession as a sacrament,
and gave no direction for building confessional booths. In ad-
dition, the positive role of the preaching of the Word of God
received a central attention, to be seconded only by congrega-
tional singing. At the same time, the authority of the Bible in
liturgical matters did not bring about uniformity. The differ-
ence between Lutherans in Sweden and in Southern Germany is
quite noticeable; as well as differences in other countries and re-
gions. Nevertheless, without uniformity and with the first rank
attention devoted to theology, the remnants of the Catholic
liturgical tradition, biblically reinterpreted, have placed a dis-
tinctive earmark on Lutheran church life. Although low-key,
Lutheran liturgical authority has been effective.
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II
However helpful, the various support systems have not al-
ways succeeded in protecting Lutheranism from near disinte-
gration. The age of Enlightenment and the Liberalism of the
nineteenth century stand out as two such periods—until the
most recent dramatic “paradigm shift” occurring sometime
in the early 1960s. The process, of course, had begun some time
earlier. Its results were felt as a severe shock as immediate and
direct appeal to the Bible were no longer operative. Rupert E.
Davies has noted: the critical study of the Bible and of
Christian history has made it impossible for any communion
in Christendom, or any group of communions, to point either
to scripture or to history as validating its claims, often made in
the past, to possess the authentic form of Christianity and to
judge other communions by their degree of approximation to
itself.” Moreover, all other standards experienced the same
re-evaluation. If as brief a time ago as the 1950s “was Luther
sagt” had been “elevated. . . into a self-evident principle,” time
has caught up with North America as well. Therefore in addi-
tion to the “demythologizing” of the Bible it is now also possi-
ble to speak of the “deheroising” (Entheroisierung) of Martin
Luther because of his violent antisemitism and undue faith in
secular authority. We shall not mention here at any length
the general impact of the material culture which surrounds
us. Secularism in many ways has brought about a situation in
which a multifaceted development of the self has been made
possible. For example, psychology has entered the common
domain and enabled a personal self-understanding on a wider
scale than previously. Television has brought the entire world
into the privacy of our homes. And there have come to our
attention the plethora of various non-Christian religions, both
old and new, each with its own attractive message and claims
for spiritual authority. Peter Berger, with his usual incisive-
ness, sums up the contemporary situation as follows:
An individual willing to spend, say, some two hundred dollars can
walk into any better bookstore in this country and purchase a col-
lection of paperback books containing good translations, with com-
mentary, of most of the key writings of the world’s great religions.
If the individual is in a metropolitan area or near a large university.
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it is likely that, in addition to reading the books he has purchased,
he will find groups that actually adhere to these religious beliefs
or academic courses that deal with them more or less competently.
Such a situation has never existed in history before.
Such a situation did not exist even a few decades ago:
D.T. Niles, a Christian theologian from India who was (understand-
ably) greatly concerned with the “problem of the other religions,”
recounts a conversation with Barth in which the latter stated (as
he did extensively in the Church Dogmatics), “Other religions are
just unbelief.” Niles asked Barth how many Hindus he had ever
met. “None”, Barth replied. “How do you know that Hinduism is
unbelief?” Niles asked. Barth answered, “A priori.”
Although Karl Barth’s views are not yet totally extinct, we
must note that their parochialism will be questioned by more
people than theologians of Indian descent! In fact, we must
be prepared to hear some thoroughly fearful voices wondering
whether there is any real authority left at all when we speak
about religion!
Without a doubt, these days the authority of religious truth
has been repeatedly questioned. In regard to non-Christian
religions, many have accepted the concept of a “anonymous
Christianity,” developed by Karl Rahner, S.J. According to
this charity clause (updated from what was previously labelled
“invincible ignorance”) all sincere adherents of other religions
who are outside the Christian faith can nevertheless be saved.
While not objecting to charity and the wideness of God’s
mercy, it may nevertheless be in order to acknowledge that
Christianity is only beginning to respond to the challenges of
the modern world! More often than not, we are still search-
ing for rather than already possessing the necessary answers.
Hence it is realistic to acknowledge that insofar as there is
a short supply of insight and wisdom, there is also a certain
shrinkage in authority.
At the same time we want to say that not all recent news
has been bad. At least three relatively recent developments
have brought a considerable measure of succor, although not
without some new problems.
First and foremost stands the ecumenical movement. Ec-
umenicity has freed us from the frighteningly oppressive siege
mentality with which Lutheranism has lived in North America
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for only too long. The famed author of the one-time authorita-
tive study, The Lutheran Pastor, the Reverend Professor G.H.
Gerberding wrote at the beginning of this century: “We are
surrounded by churches, denominations, sects, cults, and here-
sies without number, all as free and as favored by the State as
ourselves.”22 He then went on to recount:
Immersionists, revivalists, sanctificationists, Adventists, and heal-
ers of every hue, name, and grade, are abroad in the land. They
invade the school-house, the barn, and the woods. They spread
their tents on the common and on the vacant lot in village, town,
and city. Each one offers a new way of salvation. 2^
Insofar as the Lutheran Church of the past went on to re-
pel all these and other competitors for allegiance, it no doubt
emerged with a far stronger sense of both mission and author-
ity. Yet we should not deceive ourselves by imagining that
therefore all was well with it. The authority celebrated in the
past, although intense, was a rather limited authority, extend-
ing no further than the narrow boundary lines of a relatively
small denomination, broken up in numerous warring Lutheran
Synods and their several federations.
Contemporary ecumenicity, we note, does not depend only
on a shift in perspective but also in content. In 1518 Martin
Luther could write:
Therefore, since the sacred Scriptures are abandoned and the tra-
ditions and words of men accepted, it happens that the church of
Christ is not nourished by its own measure of wheat, that is, by
the word of Christ, but is usually misled by the indiscretion and
rash will of an unlearned flatterer. We have come to this in our
great misfortune that the people begin to force us to renounce the
Christian faith and deny Holy Scripture. 2"^
Even as late as 1929 such a wise and renowned Protes-
tant theologian as Reinhold Niebuhr could write: “Cooper-
ation with the Catholic demands connivance with religious
practices which reduce religion to magic.” 2^ Today, as a result
of ecumenical good-will and mutual understanding, Lutherans
can accurately translate the Apostles’ creed and speak about
a “holy catholic church,” to proclaim without prejudice that
“
‘Catholic’ means going beyond the limits of particularity,” 26
and to know within one’s heart of hearts that Catholics, too,
are genuine Christians. We can acknowledge that there have
been not only numerous fruitful dialogues but even joint ex-
egetical ventures. Moreover, Catholics can preach, quote from
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the Bible, and appreciate as well as author evangelical theol-
ogy. In both undergraduate and graduate study of religion, it
is not at all unusual to encounter Catholics who understand the
Lutheran tradition in remarkably profound and precise ways.
I believe that these are thoroughly positive gains, which
have enhanced the sense of Christian authority. As bitter di-
visions have brought into disrepute the meaning of Christian
love, and as the absence of love placed a question mark over
the faith which was supposed to be active in love—so also,
in reverse, the intensity of ecumenical acceptance and mutual
Christian love strengthen our faith and witness to the world
that we, as Christians, are serious about our Lord’s eternal
mandate. Admittedly, Lutheran isolationism helped to create
an in-group feeling in the past and because of that, questions
concerning authority have been limited and/or out-of-order. 27
Lutheran ecumenism, freed from a siege mentality, can far more
openly face the problem of authority as well as draw on mutual
Christian resources in formulating its relevant, late twentieth
century answer.
Second^ while theology may have been called a divine sci-
ence centuries ago, it has become that far more visibly in our
own time. This is especially true of pastoral theology which,
as a legitimate and recognized profession, has gained a profes-
sional authority which it did not have before. Once upon a time
it was quite possible to learn in seminary all of the theology one
ever needed in an entire life-time, and in one’s very first parish
almost all of the practice. Those old days of quickly-trained
generalists are gone forever. In our generation the practice of
ministry has developed into a complex science with many spe-
cializations and particular skills. A pastor’s education is only
started in seminary, and completed during specialization in his
or her field over the subsequent decades.
Of course, adjustment to any new situation is not easy.
Occasionally there are barbed comments against such profes-
sionalism. But they are not heard from successful pastors who
serve as denominational trend-setters! Indeed, while at times
there may be a too narrow preoccupation with methods and
skills, the total accomplishment is impressive. The experts in
the practice of ministry have a remarkable measure of self-
confidence which is to a large degree shared by their parish-
ioners, who are aware of the professional status of their pas-
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tor. Of course, the authority gained through successful profes-
sionalism is ecumenical, yet it may very well include a special
Lutheran emphasis, if the Lutheran contribution to the profes-
sion is seen as enhancing rather than debilitating.
The third contemporary development which has deepened
the authority of the ministry in particular and Protestantism
in general has been the ordination of women. While not among
the forefront in ordaining women, Lutherans nevertheless made
the historic step and visibly disassociated the authority of the
church from that of a patriarchal family. Admittedly, while a
patriarchal family structure lasted, the church, also conceived
as a family, was strengthened by a pastor seen as an authority
figure. The patriarchal view of the family, however, has now
become obsolete as women refuse to be treated as second-rate
human beings whether at work or at home. Of course, in every
society there will be hold-overs from a previous era. But those
who prefer to live in the twentieth century are aware that the
authority of the church cannot be strengthened by long out-
dated societal activities or structure.
In short, there are dimensions of our contemporary life
which detract as well as support the authority of the church.
While modernity has indeed brought about a crisis of the previ-
ous understanding of authority it also contains many resources
for a positive understanding of authority. We have mentioned
some of them without seeking to provide an exhaustive ac-
count.
Ill
Such a limitation may be seen as appropriate for Lutherans
who have not looked to contemporary culture as a mediator of
salvation, but, without denying the activity of the Holy Spirit
in the present and through the present age, pointed to the
Bible as the ultimate source of all truth and authority.
Here we need to note how our own modern understanding
of the authority of the Bible differs from that of Martin Luther.
For Luther one of the key words in regard to obtaining truth
was “certainty” and therefore in regard to proclamation— “as-
sertion.” Against Desiderius Erasmus, the Catholic liberal,
Luther thundered: “Nothing is better known or more common
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among Christians than assertion. Take away assertions and
you take away Christianity. Tolle assertiones et Christianum
And if that were not enough, Luther informed Eras-
mus that the Holy Spirit was not a skeptic!^^ And whether or
not Luther actually said at the Diet of Worms, “Hier stehe
ich!,”^^ he most certainly projected a faith as firm as a mighty
fortress, built upon a rock, immovable and indestructible. Ac-
customed to the metaphor, celebrated in the battle hymn of
the Reformation, we have not often enough reflected on the
contemporary relevance of that metaphor. Mighty fortresses
have disappeared with the age of cannons. Trust in them was
paid for dearly, whenever it lingered on. Fortresses and swords,
cavalry, drum beat, and marching into battle in closed forma-
tion all belong to the past. A significant paradigm shift has
taken place: we no longer assert our faith—but we dialogue.
The key word for ecumenical co-existence is not “conversion”
but “convergence.”
Since our situation has changed to such an extent, the truth
from a by-gone age is not simply passed on, as by a bucket
brigade. Ancient truth must be translated into modern id-
iom. Leonard Swidler and Piet Fransen have quoted Cardinal
Dbpfner at a point which we may recognize as highly relevant:
Dogmas are always statements which are historically determined in
a conceptual system; they are tied to a particular time and a par-
ticular way of thinking. Dogmas come to be in a concrete situation
because of a specific set of causes. Doctrinal statements, therefore,
always express the truth which is their object in an inadequate and
fragmentary way which nevertheless, is valid from a specific per-
spective, namely, the perspective of a certain group of hearers. In
order to understand a doctrinal truth, one must be familiar with
the circumstances.^^
Hence the warning is very much in order: “The Church we
knew as children and the Church we heard about during our
seminary years is not automatically The Tradition. Must
we, as Lutherans, also not recognize that we cannot gain en-
trance into the past for the retrieval of truth in the same way
that we reach into our refrigerators?
Two particular comments are in order. The first is a state-
ment by Father Richard A. McCormick, S.J., who reflects on
the value of dissent in the church:
The problem of the church, then, is not dissent, but how to use
it constructively, how to learn from it, how to profit by it. Every
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magazine editor knows this. Every public servant in a democracy
knows it, too The only remaining problem is to convince some
Catholics that dissent is not a threat—unless they conceive the
church as an isolated fortress—but an invigorating contribution to
continued life and growth. Dissent is an anathema only or especially
in their own conceptual fortress.
Indeed, if truth is conceived as static and unchanging,
then the administrators of this truth require unquestioning
obedience—and dissent is betrayal. But if truth is not already
possessed, but must be searched for, found, and understood
in a dialogue setting, then a responsible questioning of tradi-
tion is a stimulant to mutual growth. The authority which
then emerges is not an authoritarian institution which issues
commands that must be obeyed, but is rather a cooperative
and mutually supportive structure which serves to facilitate.
Admittedly, even in a serving church there will be leaders and
followers, and some orders will have to be obeyed before they
have been debated. Nevertheless, the paradigm of an open
society—as opposed to a closed society—contains sufficient re-
siliency for change and improvement.
My second comment is evoked by Aarne Siirala’s eminently
helpful insight:
When Luther (in contrast to Erasmus’ sceptical attitude toward the
Scriptures) says that “the contents of the Scripture are as clear as
can be,” his basic intention is to say: the Scripture is fully clear
when it is not put in the context of a mechanistic view, but is heard
in the context of life, in the Spirit The authority of Scripture
is not the authority of an objective idea. Its authority lies in the
power to bring us from the bondage of our will to the bondage of
the living, free will of God. This divine authority lies in its power to
create fellowship, to reconcile. The divine reality is expressed in the
midst of human existence, as a gift, as something we receive. True
humanity, the divine faith, is something given. The Scripture is
basically gospel, good news of a truly human life in freedom which
is prepared for us and is present among us in the very existence
where we are.^"^
In this modern Lutheran understanding of biblical author-
ity, the ultimate appeal is not to a specific text, but to an
emerging life-style of redemptive living. Gustaf Wingren, sim-
ilarly, has stressed that the Word of the Bible is not to be
perceived as a dead letter or a paragraph, but as a Word
which is distributed through the sermon and reaches out into
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the world. Whether emphasizing the end product, as Siirala,
or stressing the process, as Wingren, contemporary Lutherans
have at least opened the door toward an enriched and dynamic
understanding of authority.
IV
To say this, however, is not an attempt to advocate a church
completely without walls and inner structures. As the ecumeni-
cal movement is built on the respect for the identities of other
Christian denominations, an applicable view of authority will
need to be multi-faceted. For the basic outline of the available
structures I shall thus freely adapt from the insightful work
of Avery Dulles, S.J., particularly his Models of the Church^^
and Models of Revelation. Dulles proposes five key patterns
in which biblical truth and Christian experience have found
the richest embodiment.
1. The church seen as an institution is a view which does
not merely acknowledge the need for an organization, but re-
gards this organization as an all-inclusive and divinely erected
society. In this society obedience to the authority structures
is viewed as absolutely necessary, since it is the latter that
maintain the true exposition of the divinely revealed dogmas.
Lutherans are quite familiar with such an approach from
the days when they thought of themselves as constituting
an institution in which the verbally inspired Bible served as
the source for the correctly formulated doctrines. Since the
model is largely authoritarian, complete obedience is seen as
the only appropriate response. Although in such “orthodox”
Lutheranism the structures for coining and proclaiming the
absolutely correct doctrines was never fully worked out (i.e.
as there were no publicly acknowledged infallible teachers,
and no official, infallible pronouncements, even though the
Book of Concord was sometimes utilized as the latter), our
lengthy Lutheran history can witness that the final results have
on occasion been quite specific and very demanding. This
is particularly—but not exclusively—the case in reference to
the so-called Lutheran orthodoxy of the seventeenth and eigh-
teenth centuries as well as its descendents in our own century.
According to this authoritarian model, there is no concern
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about dialogue. Having perceived truth as static, the vision
of authority is likewise inflexible.
2. The church as a mystical communion suggests that in-
stead of an institution, the church is at heart an interpersonal
community and fellowship. The effects of the saving presence of
Jesus Christ are not thought so much to be occurring through
propositional statements of dogma, but rather through spe-
cific guiding events in history. Among the mighty saving acts
of God, central roles are attributed to the exodus, the resurrec-
tion, and, of course, the personal conversion of the individual.
Rationalism often evokes a mystical reaction; doctrinal ra-
tionalism, likewise, often seems to account for the rise of an
experiential, inward, and non-dogmatic spirituality. Appro-
priately, Lutheran pietism found its origins in the age of the
dogmatic Lutheran orthodoxy. Similarly, the continued via-
bility of Lutheran pietism may be seen as a creative balance,
responding to a situation where the church has not paid suffi-
cient attention to the personal dimensions of the religious ex-
perience and the power of the Holy Spirit. It may very well be
that the charismatic movement in our own day—often deplored
as disruptive, fundamentalist, even esoteric—has nevertheless
served to call attention to the legitimate authority of the Holy
Spirit in the church.
3. The church as a sacrament is a model which suggests
that the primary role of the church is to present Jesus Christ to
the world. Instead of limitedly perceived revelation, operative
within a mystical-subjective realm as in the previous model,
here the entire church is viewed as disclosing the reality of
Christ and the Holy Spirit.
Within a Lutheran framework the church as a sacrament
suggests a rather novel and hence unaccustomed vocabulary.
The intended meaning, however, is not completely foreign to
Lutherans. We may very appropriately point to the growing
liturgical movement within Lutheranism as an intensively per-
sonal and at the same time ecclesial way of bringing the witness
of the ever present Christ through the participating commu-
nity. As signs and symbols in their intrinsic power transcend
the limits of explanation, the intensively powerful liturgical cel-
ebration can serve as an authentic witness of the truth and love
of Jesus Christ.
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4 . The church as a herald emphasizes the proclamatory role
of the preached Word. In this perspective the essential role of
the church is to project the kerygma—the essential message
concerning the saving role of Jesus Christ. Here the church
may not be seen as existing prior to the proclamation. Rather,
it is through the proclamation of Jesus Christ itself that the
church is born and brought into the world.
Ordinarily the Lutheran Church has tended to emphasize
this essential role of proclamation, accomplished primarily
through the preaching of the Word and the administration of
the sacraments. Of course, Lutherans are not the only de-
nomination in which biblical preaching has flourished. Hence
our distinctiveness must be noted with no inappropriate self-
exultation but as a way of recording, that we have been assisted
by the Book of Concord as by a large and heavy keel, to keep
our ship in balance: i.e. to pay attention to the entire Bible and
not merely certain portions of it! In this way the kerygmatic
authority is none other than the authority of the gospel.
5. The church as a servant projects authority through a
model of service and mission. It is a community which, expe-
riencing and sharing redemption, at the same time recognizes
the practical needs of the world, and in love and compassion
serves to liberate from sin and poverty.
Having noted Lutheran embodiment—though at different
times and in a divergent measure—of all five models of the
church, we are, of course, aware that other denominations can
relate to them as well. This fact reminds us that despite de-
nominational boundary lines there is a measure of affinity to
Christians in other denominations. The more deeply we are
concerned with the realization that in the variety there has
been a certain sense of unity, the more likely we are going
to view the quest for authority as a joint Christian project of
faithful response to God in Jesus Christ. In such a perspective
our own fidelity can be practiced without censorious criticism
of others who differ from us.
In other words, while a historical exposition can acquaint
us with how authority has fared in the past, and even point
out five traditionally viable modalities of authority, it is only
the guidance of the Holy Spirit in the contemporary experience
which supplies a presently applicable insight.^®
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In this way, in a church without a pope, without a formally
recorded apostolic tradition, without a normative tradition,
and without any secular government to sustain the activities
of the Evangelical Lutheran Church In Canada, the reality of
authority rests upon the reality of faith. Where faith is gener-
ated and sustained, there authority is born and lives according
to a Lutheran understanding. Where faith wilts or even dies,
only the outward and secular structures of authority remain.
While democratically legitimate, they have ceased to be truly
Lutheran or Christian. If authority is defined as the living
spirit of faith, we must explore it further by turning our atten-
tion to authority in the experience in the pastoral office and
practice.
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